How to make an **Accordion Sketchbook** (that’s great for watercolor)

1. **START WITH:**
   - 22x30” Full Sheet of Watercolor Paper

2. **FOLD in HALF**
   - Fold to the CENTER

3. **Fold to the CENTER**

4. **Unfold and ROTATE**

5. **REPEAT FOLDS in HALF and to CENTER**

6. **CUT > Make THREE cuts**
   - ALTERNATE direction of cuts. Don’t cut all the way through! Stop at the third fold.

7. **Accordion fold pages along CUT**

8. **BEND pages BEHIND**

9. **Keep accordion folding!**

**Suggested PAPER STOCK:** **Strathmore Aquarius II**
This 80lb synthetic fiber does not ripple with water. Great for field work!

**FINAL BOOK:**
5.5x7.5” portrait format
30 pages (front and back), with 4 panoramic spreads

Please stop by: **www.CitizenSketcher.com** for more tips on travel sketching!